Each year the UB Engineering community comes together to honor student excellence and achievement. This spring 300 people celebrated the students and the generous donors who make these awards possible. The evening included 122 awards and $188,000 in scholarship prize money. Awardees are pictured with faculty mentors and some of the donors who made the scholarships possible. Awardees’ names are bolded. Photos by Nancy Parisi.
Dr. Sophokles E. Logladis Prizes
Yin-Nan Huang CSEE; Ioannis Kalpakidis CSEE; not pictured: Jeffrey W. Berman CSEE
Joseph Markle Dinner Memorial 44 Scholarship
Dan Gajowski MAE
James W. and Nancy A. McLamon Superior Student Award
Matthew Henchey ISE
James W. and Nancy A. McLamon SAE Engineering Scholarship
Stacy Pustulka CBE; not pictured: William Cuthbert EE; Alexander Karas MAE
Moog Graduate Fellowship
Erich Davendorf MAE
S.P. Prawal Award
Dave Keller CSEE
Praxair Fellowship Award
Zach Fowler CBE; David Kofka chair, CBE; Daniel Kehoe CBE
Presidential Fellowships
Michael Pfetsch EE; Adam Holstead EE; Lyu-Thang Lock CBE; Chase Murray ISE
Schomburg Fellowship
Shola Olabisi EE
R. R. Rumer Award
Laura Przybylski CSEE; Daniella Kubicki CSEE
Silent Holst and Crane Materials Handling Prize
Elizabeth Hanry ISE; not pictured: Joany Oh ISE
Senior Scholar Awards
Tom Nguyen CSEE; Sandipan Kunda EE; Tim Burns CSE; Jonathan Walczak CSEE; not pictured: Emra Colak CSE; Victor Ho Hang Fung EE; Dung Quoc Vo EE
Motorola Corporation
Tomas Luiz CSEE; Gisella Kurniawan CBE; Charles LeBere CBE; not pictured: Akiko Tsunoda
Frederick Thomas Award
Andrew Wdaja ISE; Gabriel Abdalla ISE; Yuen Chang ISE
Elbridge N. and Stephana S. Townsend Scholarship
Brian Belmont MAE; Amy Caporusso EE; Kristia Struzik EE; Jeremy Kruger MAE; Mark Huntington MAE; Chris Napolitano CBE; not pictured: Mika Andria MAE; Jonathan Mitros MAE
Irving H. Shames Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award
Georgina Ballantyne CSEE; not pictured: Maureen Mayer CSEE
Gustav and Hilda Zimmer Research Scholar Award
Phil Cerniar MAE; Mark Huntington MAE; not pictured: Mika Andria MAE; Devan Bhatia MAE; Tzu-Jen Lin MAE; Andrew Stuntz MAE; Worn Marcus Yarn MAE
Other Awards Presented
R. P. Shaw Award
Jonathan Walczak CSEE
Zimmer Special Project
Myrna D'Arcangelo MAE
Xerox/SHPE Scholarship Award
Thomas Andino CSEE, Erica Diaz CBE; Linda Jurus CSE; Jason Rivara CSE
For additional scholarship winners, see the Alumni and Development sections of the newsletter.
If you would like to learn more about becoming involved in the UB Engineering Scholarship Program, contact Tim Sidersakis or Mike Madonia in the Development Office at (716) 645-2133.